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Powerful toolkits to build

your engineering apps

30+ CAD file formats

Assemblies and parts

B-Reps and meshes

Colors and materials 

PMI

Add-ons

Desktop and web visualization

Unity integration

On-demand manufacturing

FEA meshing

Truly cross-platform

https://docs.cadexchanger.com/sdk/sdk_supported_formats.html


What’s your market?

Here are your 

new avenues for 

efficient data 
exchange :

BIM and AEC CAE and Simulations

AR/VR

MCAD and ECAD

Manufacturing



Key benefits 
Why do Altium and OMRON choose CAD 

Exchanger SDK to develop their apps?

Broad feature set

CAD conversions

Web and desktop visualization

Domain-specific algorithms

Performance

Excellent single- and multi-threaded 

performance

Delayed loading

Patented parallel computing

Common data model

Structured C++, C#, Java, 

Javascript, Python API

Strict backward compatibility

Clear  API Developer-centric

Comprehensive docs

Tutorials and examples

Short learning curve



Key features

Import /Expor t

B-Rep and meshes

Assemblies and parts

Colors, materials and textures

Meta-data

Graphical and semantic PMI

Visualize

Mesh generation

Shading and wireframe displays

Materials and transparencies

Multi-LOD support

Analyze

Geometrical definitions

Distances, angles, volumes, 

surface areas

Bounding boxes

Centers of masses



Need more?

Add-on’s and extra tools

Unity Integration

Build AR/VR applications and work seamlessly 
with CAD in your favorite engine.

Visualization Toolkit

Work with 3D graphics in your favorite 
programming language.

Web Toolkit

Javascript libraries to visualize 3D CAD in web 
apps.



Need more?

Add-on’s and extra tools

Manufacturing Toolkit

Automate cost estimations and DFM 
feedback

Advanced Meshers

Build quality 2D/3D meshes for your 
CAE simulations

Mesh Decimation

Polygonal geometry simplification to 
accelerate rendering and protect IP

B-Rep Simplification

Reduction of faces to get lighter 3D 
models and speed-up CAE 
computations.



Trusted by industry 

leaders

SDK-enabled end-users

1 000 000 + 

Product: Altium Designer 

Use case: CAD for PCB

Product: Sysmac Studio 3D

Use case: Simulation

Product: FORAN

Use case: CAD for Marine

Product: HRSpace

Use case: Simulation

Product: Lufthansa Technik

Use case: AR/VR

Product: 3D Hubs

Use case: On-demand 
manufacturing

“Thanks to CAD Exchanger SDK, we can focus on our 
know-how and don’t be concerned about format specificity. 
We know that adding every new format will take us just 

a few extra lines of code.”

Sotware Group Lead, OMRON

Pere Libre Tur, 

https://cadexchanger.com/customers/altium-designer-integrates-cad-exchanger-sdk-to-enable-electrical-and-mechanical-designers-to-improve-design-accuracy-and-communicate-design-changes-throughout-the-project-course/
https://cadexchanger.com/customers/omron-chooses-cad-exchanger-to-enrich-sysmac-studio-3d/
https://cadexchanger.com/customers/sener-marine-embraces-cad-exchanger-competencies-to-deliver-state-of-the-art-shipbuilding-expertise/
https://cadexchanger.com/customers/hyundai-robotics-simulation-tool-reads-vrml-with-cad-exchanger-sdk/


Licensing

Per format or add-on

Discount applicable to bulk orders

Independent from expensive CAD software

Flexible licensing models for distribution, 

SaaS, in-house usage

sales@cadexchanger.com for your quote

Contact us at 

mailto:sales@cadexchanger.com
http://sales@cadexchanger.com for your quote


It's easy to get started

Have a question or need a recommendation?

Submit the form

Try 30-days free evaluation version

info@cadexchanger.com

Schedule a call with us

https://cadexchanger.com/products/sdk/try/
mailto:info@cadexchanger.com
https://meetings.hubspot.com/cadex/sales-meeting

